Notes -the meeting a director usually has after a rehearsal or performance to tell the cast and crew how he felt about their performance and to make any changes he may think are necessary Off Book -when the director tells the cast (usually by a certain date) that they must memorize their lines and can no longer use their scripts in rehearsal Overture -the beginning music in musical theater which usually gives the audience an idea of the music to come and gets them into the feeling of the show Personal Props -props that are carried by an actor in his costume during a performance Playbill -1)a program(booklet)that contains information about a production 2)the posters used to advertise a production Preset -when either a prop, costume or something else used in a production is placed in or around the stage before the start of a performance Prompt -as actors move from using the script to no script (see off book),the prompter follows the play in a book and gives a portion of a line to an actor, if needed, to help them remember the line
